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Summary
1. Kinship theory
2. Kin recognition
3. P-P conflict
4. PO conflict
5. Sibling rivalry
6. Families



Social vs. genetic mating systems :
% EPY

savannah sparrow 33.7 %
goldfinch 14 %
great reed warbler 3.1 %
bicolored wren 8.6 %
humans 5-10 %
bluethroat 20 %
barn swallow 28 %
American redstart 40%



Cooperation, selfishness, 
altruism and spite!
fitness Recipient 

benefits
Recipient is 
hurt

Doer benefits

Doer is hurt



Altruism??
Ground squirrels
Spermophilus beldingi
Give alarm calls at 
risk of attracting a 
predator.
Why??



Apparent Altruism

Manipulation (misdirected adaptation)

Kin Selection (Hamilton 1964)

Reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971)

Social prestige (Zahavi 1995)



1.- William D. Hamilton (1936 -
2000)

Yes, same Hamilton
Inspired by Fisher’s 
“Genetical theory..”
1964. The Genetical
Evolution of Social 
Behaviour. JTB 
Kin selection, sex ratios, 
PMSS, etc.
Malaria, HIV, Africa, 
chimps.



Coefficient of relatedness (r)

Hamilton, W. D. 1964. The genetical
theory of social behaviour I and II. JTB 
7: 1-52.

r = p (proportion an individual’s 
genome being shared with another 
individual BECAUSE OF COMMON 
DESCENT)



Fig. 8.6



Mother Sister Daughter Father brother son Niece or
Nephew 

Diploid

female 

male 



Mother Sister Daughter Father brother son Niece or
Nephew 

Diploid

female 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

male 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 



In haplodiploid systems



Mother Sister Daughter Father brother son Niece or
Nephew 

Diploid

female 

male 

Hapldiploid

female 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.375 

male 1 0.5 1 0 0.5 0 0.25 



Mother Sister Daughter Father brother son Niece or
Nephew 

Diploid

female 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

male 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

Hapldiploid

female 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.375 

male 1 0.5 1 0 0.5 0 0.25 



Calculating r…

Parents, siblings, cousins, half-sibs, etc.

Hamilton’s rule:  Br-C > 0

Inclusive fitness

Kin selection, not “for the good of the 
species”



Fig. 8.4



Fig. 8.3



Ground squirrels- ♀ philopatric



Chasing away trespassers



Alarm vs. mobbing calls

http://www.bl.uk/collections/sound-
archive/listentonature/specialinterestlang/l
angofbirds7b.html

http://www.bl.uk/collections/sound-archive/listentonature/specialinterestlang/langofbirds7b.html
http://www.bl.uk/collections/sound-archive/listentonature/specialinterestlang/langofbirds7b.html
http://www.bl.uk/collections/sound-archive/listentonature/specialinterestlang/langofbirds7b.html


Fig. 8.5



Fig. 8.7
Bank swallows-
Brown2



Altruism or just kin selection?
Wild turkeys
Meleagris galloparvo
Males join leks and make 
them more visible even 
though they will not breed.

Dwarf mongoose
Helogale parvula
Assist other females in 
raising young.

Ground squirrels
Spermophilus beldingi
Give alarm calls at risk 
of attracting predator.



2.- Kin recognition: two methods
Non-phenotypic (a.k.a. “rule of thumb”)

“Neighbours are those who are near or I grew 
around”
Barn swallows feed any young in their nest 
and ignore all others (birds at the nest)
Potentially exploitable

Phenotypic (the armpit effect)
Environmental
Genetic



Offspring recognition

% EPY

savannah sparrow 33.7 %
goldfinch 14 %
great reed warbler 3.1 %
bicolored wren 8.6 %
humans (delivery room) 5-10 %
bluethroat 20 %
barn swallow 28 %
American redstart 40%



Kin recognition: two methods
Non-phenotypic (a.k.a. “rule of thumb”)
Phenotypic matching

Develop a template (genetic or learned)
The armpit effect
Environmental cues
HMC genes and smell

Compare others against the template
And of course, act differently towards those individuals

Depending on the degree of concordance and the 
cost of the behaviour, of course



Fig. 8.32



Fig. 8.33



3.- Parental conflict
Why?

Female/offspring relatedness ??
Male/offspring relatedness ?? 

More later, when we deal with parental 
care



Social vs. genetic mating systems :
% EPY

savannah sparrow 33.7 %
goldfinch 14 %
great reed warbler 3.1 %
bicolored wren 8.6 %
humans 5-10 %
bluethroat 20 %
barn swallow 28 %
American redstart 40%



4.- Parent-offspring conflict (Trivers
1974 Am Zool 11: 249)

Relatedness
Kid with itself = ?
Kid with full sib = ? 
Kid with mum or dad = ?
Kid with half sib = ?
Parents with current kids = ?
Parents with future kids = ?

Therefore, ……



Remember utility curves?
Mum feeds worms to its kids
First worm keeps the kid alive, value = 4
Second makes it stronger,  value = 2
Third one makes it happy,  value = 1

Mum has two worms and 2 kids
What should she do????



Mum sees it like this……
She can give each kid one worm

Total gain = 8
Multiply by r of 0.5
Net gain = 4

Or she can give both to one kid 
Raw gain = 6
Multiplied by r
Net gain = 3

She gives one each



Kid # 1 however, begs to differ...
Butthead over there is related to me by 0.5 
(or less, dad might be one of those guys!)
If I get both worms my net gain is 7
If butthead gets one:

My gain is 4
My gain via butthead is 4*0.5 = 2
My total gain is 6

I want both worms for myself
Maybe butthead can have the 3rd worm!



Learning to share?
Given two similar offspring, a parent ought 
to invest equally on both.
Each offspring ought to be in it for itself 
only. (for its inclusive fitness).
Sharing only when, because of diminishing 
returns, Br-C > 0



Weaning conflict

Parent.- Should, at some point “wean” one 
and start working on the next kid. (kid’s 
quality)

Kid 1, however, should try to extent its 
monopoly of the parents’ resources  a little 
longer, until Br > C

Result “cry-babies”, weaning conflict



Sex ration conflict in haplodiploid
systems



Sex ratio conflict (assume same 
father)

Q to drones = 
Q to workers = 
Workers to sisters =
Workers to brothers = 
Who controls the colony’s sex ratio?

If queen is in control = 
If workers are in control = 

What happens when a new queen ascends to 
the throne?



Fig. 8.24



Conflicts in utero

Haig 1993. Genetic conflicts in human 
pregnancy. QRB vol 68.

Gestational diabetes

Hypertension during pregnancy



A fetus is a parasite.. that is 
related, hence…P-O conflict

Fetus gets nutrients from maternal blood.
Fetus wants more circulating glucose.
Mother wants normal levels (insulin).
Fetus produces “anti-insulin” hormones

Human placental lactogen (hPL)
Human placental growth hormone (hPGH)

Mum counteracts by producing MORE 
insulin



A fight for glucose
A 9 month battle ensues.
Early on the mother always “wins”…
A short battle after every meal in the 3rd tri.
When the fetus is winning gestational 
diabetes.

If fetus cannot produce “anti-insulin” mum  
does not produce it either.



Hypertension
Fetus likes more blood flow.
It destroys arteriole muscles that feed the 
placenta
Then it just increases mum’s blood 
pressure by constricting her arteries  and 
gets more blood for itself.
Yes, hypertension puts mum at risk of 
kidney damage, but for the fetus it is a 
calculated risk (using br >c).



Infanticide – Daly and Wilson-
McMaster

Resources available
Residual reproduction
Likelihood of fledging

Post-partum depression



Fig. 8.26 left



Fig. 8.26 right



5.- Sibling rivalry

Relatedness
Kid with itself = ?
Kid with full sib = ? 

Same logic as before



Fig. 8.27



Fig. 8.28



Fig. 8.30 left
Egrets:

If you are the 3rd

chick, it is better 
to be non-
threatening



Fig. 8.30 right



Fig. 8.8



Emlen’s family theory – a preamble
Families are rare (3% or birds and 
mammals)
What is a family?

Groups in which adult offspring continue to 
interact with their parents.
i.e., when they delay dispersal.

Types of families:
Simple or extended
Biparental or matrilineal
Intact or replacement



Emlen’s family theory – a string of 
truisms?
1. Families are unstable and break up when other 

mating opportunities arise.
2. Lots of resources lead to family stability.
3. Alloparental care more prevalent in family 

groups than non-related groups
4. Alloparental care depends on r.
5. Family members do not care for sex with one 

another, so sexual aggression will be lower in 
families than in non-familial groups.



Emlen’s family theory – a string of 
truisms?
6. Paternal care also depends on r.
7. Family conflict will result if a breeder is lost.
8. Sexual aggression will increase after a 

replacement as mature same-sex offspring 
compete for access to the stepparent.

9. Stepparents will not care about step-
offspring, and might even kill them.

10. Alloparental care will decrease for offspring 
of a stepparent.



Emlen’s family theory – a string of 
truisms?
6. Paternal care also depends on r.
7. Family conflict will result if a breeder is lost.
8. To sons, stepmums are hot, mums are not. 

Well… relatively. Same for daughters
9. Stepparents will not care about step-

offspring, and might even kill them.
10. Alloparental care will decrease for offspring 

of a stepparent.



Emlen’s family theory – a string of truisms? 
– okay maybe getting more interesting
11. Step-families are more unstable than genetic 

families (well, not this one!)
12. As prospects elsewhere look brighter, sharing 

of reproduction within the family will increase.
13. Reproduction will be more shared the more 

“equal” the family members happen to be.
14. Reproduction will be more shared when co-

breeders are siblings than when they are 
parent and offspring.

15. Reproduction will actually be shared with non-
relatives more than with close relatives!



Fig. 8.10



Fig. 8.12



Fig. 8.14 top



Fig. 8.14 middle



Fig. 8.14 bottom



Fig. 8.16



Fig. 8.20 top
USA



Fig. 8.20 bottom
Canada



Fig. 8.21



Social vs. genetic mating systems :
% EPY

savannah sparrow 33.7 %
goldfinch 14 %
great reed warbler 3.1 %
bicolored wren 8.6 %
humans 5-10 %
bluethroat 20 %
barn swallow 28 %
American redstart 40%
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